Every New York man needs a bag that can hold up against inconsistent weather and withstand a mad cycling commute or a jammed subway ride. Capsule newcomer, J. Panther Luggage Co., not only designs its bags in NYC, but they’re tested here too, ensuring they can handle any New Yorker’s hectic day.

The newest – and most versatile – bag is the Courier Ruc Case. It can be carried three different ways: briefcase, shoulder strap or rucksack style, whatever suits your fancy. The various straps are detachable; store them in your bag whenever you’re not using them. Other bags include the Aviator, the Ruc Tote, the Perfect Weekender and the Life Tote. The perfect amount and selection of pockets in each bag keeps everything organized.

With so many options, you’re sure to find a J. Panther Luggage Co. bag that will mesh perfectly with your lifestyle. Oh, and these bags are more than just practical, functional and durable, they’re sleek, look great and age well. You’ll wonder how you ever lived without one.